TDC Meeting 13 - Headline Report
20 June 2018
This headline report provides a record of the discussions at the thirteenth meeting of the Trading
Disputes Committee (TDC).

1. Welcome
The Chair welcomed members to the thirteenth meeting of the TDC and gave a brief overview of the
items on the agenda for discussion.

2. Update of Change Proposal Related Work
The Market Operator (MOSL) presented a summary of the responses to the Request For Information
(RFI) that was carried out between 4 and 18 May 2018, regarding the potential TDC change proposal to
lower the materiality threshold for unplanned settlement runs and extend the window in which trading
parties can request corrective settlement runs.
A number of points were discussed, including:
•
•
•
•

The nature and purpose of corrective runs;
Various other solutions to the change proposal proposed by respondents;
Whether a webcast set up by MOSL, discussing this change further to the industry, would be
beneficial; and
Running settlement against a set number of Supply Points (SPIDs) rather than full wholesale-retail
pairings.

The TDC noted the presentation and
1)

2)

REQUESTED that MOSL come back to the TDC with further analysis on the materiality percentage
thresholds, specifically with regards to how impactful the thresholds are on organisations of
different sizes; and
REQUESTED that MOSL facilitate in the setting up of an industry-wide webcast that will allow TDC
members to present the potential change proposal.

3. Update of Recent Trading Disputes
MOSL presented an update of recent trading disputes that had either been resolved or had been newly
raised. These included:
•
•

Two previously discussed trading disputes involving Northumbrian Water Limited (TD0027 and
TD0028);
Three additional disputes being raised by Castle Water against Thames water, regarding trade
effluent tariffs and incorrect SPID pairing; and
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•

An additional trading dispute raised by Southern Water against Business Stream. MOSL informed
the TDC that this dispute was only being raised by Southern Water in order to request the
execution of a dispute settlement run.

The TDC:
•

NOTED the presentation.

4. Any Other Business
The Chair informed members that, in line with a previous action, the cost of rerunning settlement had
been discussed at the previous Panel meeting. The consensus reached was that the cost was neutral and
reflective of the resources required to execute the run.
The Chair also informed the TDC that a line of communication had been established between the Chairs
of the TDC, the Market Performance Committee (MPC) and the Digital Strategy Committee (DSC). This
would enable the committees to collaborate on shared areas of work.
MOSL stated that it had started the nominations process to fill the vacant retailer seat on the TDC and
that the nomination deadline was close of business on Friday 22 June 2018.
There was no further business and the Chair closed the meeting.
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